Abstract-Minimum return difference (RD min ) is a single robustness measure that, when large, guarantees that both gain margin (GM) and phase margin (PM) are large. In this paper, a lag and lead compensator design procedure based on RD is proposed, derived, and compared with the commonly used Bode PM-based design methods that undergraduates are taught in the first course on controls and that continue to appear in new textbooks. To introduce students to modern compensator design concepts while avoiding the complexities of optimal control theory, a cost function is minimized over a search focused on compensators that potentially may yield a large RD min . An approximate relation between RD min and {GM, PM} suggests a lower bound on RD min for robust system stability. An efficient procedure for exact calculation of RD min is presented and is a valuable component of the compensator design algorithm. The compensator parameter search is conducted over a domain that approximately enforces/exceeds the lower bound requirement on RD min . All designs violating the requirement are rejected. The settling time and overshoot of the step response are usually both reduced relative to the traditional design methods, sometimes substantially, and the RD method often succeeds when the traditional methods fail. The undergraduate instructor is thus given a fresh, modern, and successful alternative for teaching first-order compensation synthesis without getting into advanced graduate-level techniques. The procedure also helps students understand system robustness and provides an easy transition to optimization methods, linking them with familiar concepts.
I. INTRODUCTION
C ONSIDER a continuous-time single-input, single-output, unity-feedback analog control system with plant and forward path amplifier gain value for a particular design . The goal is to implement a controller that is stable and performs well on the actual physical system even though the plant model on which the controller was based does not exactly describe the physical plant or other sources of error or existing disturbances. Such a controller is called robust. As suggested in [1] , the minimum return difference RD may be viewed as a single robustness metric. Gain margin GM and phase margin PM are individually unreliable in some cases, because while one margin may be large (indicating a robust system), the other may be small, and thus the system in fact is not robust. However, when RD is large, both GM and PM will be large because the Nyquist plot is then guaranteed to be safely away Publisher Item Identifier S 0018-9359(01)03868-7.
from the marginal stability point-1 in the plane. It is natural, then, to design a compensator based on RD as a primary specification, as opposed to GM or PM as is commonly done. For example, in the typical textbook design method, only PM is specified (GM is entirely ignored), and the quality of the results is relatively limited.
In Section II, an approximation of RD as a function of GM and PM holding for a wide range of systems is developed and helps provide a lower bound on RD for robustness. In Sections III and IV, a design procedure for lag and lead compensators is presented that is based on RD and generally outperforms the traditional design methods studied by most undergraduate controls students and currently presented in major texts [2] - [9] . A corresponding MATLAB program has been written that requires as its only input the plant and the desired nonzero finite steady-state error applicable to the system type of . A simple cost function is minimized to provide an optimal compromise between closed-loop (CL) settling time , percent overshoot %OS, and the lag or lead parameter extremeness (i.e., if the pole/zero ratio is too large or small, simple circuits with practical circuit elements may not be able to implement the compensator). Results are provided for the best compensator; the automated calculations allow the student to focus on the principles and correct interpretation of results. A challenging class project would be to have the students write original MATLAB code to perform the design.
The algorithm in this paper provides an alternative to the antiquated, sometimes ad hoc approaches that still persist in undergraduate courses and textbooks, while retaining the simplicity of first-order lag, lead, and other low-order compensators. While avoiding the abstract mathematical complexities of optimal control theory that are clearly inappropriate for an introductory setting such as a first course in undergraduate controls, at least a few rudiments of more advanced techniques are applied in a familiar setting. For example, the concept of weighting terms in the cost function and the recognition that more sophisticated designs require modern computational power (not the back of an envelope) are best assimilated through an approach that has direct ties to the other materials in the course. Advanced topics such as singular values, Hamiltonian matrices, Riccati equations, Kalman filters, functional analysis, and so on are avoided, yet robustness and performance indexes are efficiently incorporated into the design of a compensator that is based on minimization of a cost function.
II. RD APPROXIMATION
For practical implementation of the design equations, it is necessary to obtain an acceptable range for RD . To this end, an approximate formula for RD is developed that allows one to transfer typical robustness requirements on GM and PM to a roughly equivalent requirement on RD . The following approximation is for this purpose and for intuitive insight into RD only; it is not used in design for calculating RD , which may be calculated exactly, as described in Section III. 
law of cosines for , use of (1a) and (1b)
Finally, by Heron's formula for the area of oblique triangle [10] , [11] , which also is equal to 1/2 ch (2) or RD where because (except for cases of extremely high PM where robustness is not an issue) it is found that setting the parameter gives fairly accurate results for a variety of trial systems. Approximation accuracy is best for systems whose polar plots do not curl sharply near , the gain-crossover frequency. Note that (1a)-(1c) and (2) 1) give the functional relationship between RD and the GM and PM and 2) are approximately valid for most minimum-phase systems, for which GM and PM have their usual meanings (as an example of an unusual meaning, the GM of a conditionally stable [nonminimum-phase] system might be the factor by which the gain can be reduced from the nominal stable value and still have the system be marginally stable). Fig. 2 shows versus GM (dB) (GM) and PM (degrees) for . Fig. 2 can be used to determine PM, GM , or RD , given the other two for a wide range of plants. Common rough thresholds for a minimally robust system are GM dB ( a doubling of ) and PM . Fig. 2 shows that for {GM }, RD (using ), so RD must exceed about 0.4 for a satisfactorily robust system. Fig. 2 verifies that no amount of high GM or high PM can "make up for" a small value of the other measure because RD and thus the overall relative stability are nearly zero when either GM or PM is small. Whenever RD , both GM and PM are guaranteed to be within the conventionally "safe" bounds. Thus, the stability robustness question reduces to the specification of one parameter, RD . The relation between GM and PM as is varied is unique for each particular plant, and defines a contour in the {GM , PM} plane in Fig. 2 , the height along this contour giving RD as a function of , i.e., RD . The approximate RD is compared against the exact RD in the plots of each versus gain in Fig. 3 (a) for (transfer function TF 7 in Table I ). The corresponding plot of GM vs. PM as is varied is in Fig. 3 (b). In Fig. 3 , the "robust interval" of or "robust region" of the GM vs. PM plane is that for which {GM dB, PM }, which correlates well with RD
. For a wide range of TFs examined, the approximation (2) for RD is usually accurate for moderate to low GM and PM (for RD less than about 0.4). This range of RD is the only critical one, because for RD , the system is guaranteed to be robust anyway. A 19-page, supplementary document available from the author's website [12] contains 100 figures, some of which are Fig. 3 redone for other plants and also for them are included the individual curves of GM versus and PM versus . One finds in them that often, as here in Fig. 3(b) , GM and PM vary in unison, while occasionally they vary in opposition (e.g., one small, the other large).
The formula for and Fig. 2 are helpful for gaining an intuitive understanding of RD . For merely finding the lower bound RD , examination of the worst case robust system (GM dB, PM ) depicted in Fig. 1(b) suffices. Com-putation of the orthogonal distance from the dashed straight line to 1 gives RD , in exact agreement with (1a)-(1c) and (2).
III. DERIVATION OF DESIGN EQUATIONS
Let be selected to guarantee the desired nonzero, finite steady-state error for a stable CL system. Suppose one desires to have an RD value RD for the lag-or lead-compensated-bysystem, occurring at frequency . Ideally, RD would correspond to the RD of the compensated system (denoted RD ), but this correspondence cannot be analytically enforced in practice. By mandating that RD RD at the angle from 1 to in the plane, the compensated polar plot is forced to pass through a selected point at a selected frequency, which will directly affect RD and the overall CL performance. If this point is chosen properly (see below), RD will not be much smaller than RD , except for plants where no first-order compensator can achieve such an RD . Fig. 4 (a) and (b) shows, respectively, the effect of lag and lead compensation on the polar plot and RD , again for and . The symbol " " denotes the location of the actual RD and the symbol " " denotes the location of . In Fig. 4 (a) (lag), RD differs from RD by only 1.1%, so their corresponding circles are visually indistinguishable in this case (which, of course, is desirable). To make them visually distinguishable to convey the concept, the value of RD has been artificially made significantly larger than RD and has been artificially moved along the polar plot farther away from ; the true location of is indicated by an " " with an arrow pointing into it. The same changes were made in Fig. 4 (b) (lead). For lag compensators, because the phase-lag and magnitude-reduction will cause each critical frequency for which the magnitude takes on a fixed value (e.g., bandwidth) to decrease, and and are on the same order of magnitude. [ should not be confused with nor with .] Correspondingly, the open-loop (OL) frequency response (FR) magnitude for a fixed frequency, such as in Fig. 4(a) , is reduced by lag compensation; thus is nearer the origin in the lag-compensated system than it is for the uncompensated system. Contrarily, for lead compensators, , and fixed frequencies [e.g., in Fig. 4(b) ] slide away from the origin in the compensated system relative to the uncompensated system. Thus, e.g., the lead compensator increases the bandwidth because it takes a higher to reach a given smallness of the OL FR-i.e., nearness to the polar plot origin. (Recall [3] that the CL bandwidth generally varies along with the OL bandwidth.) Letting , the designer thus sets for lag designs and for lead designs. Define and as, respectively, the angle of the ray from 1 to in the plane and from 1 to in the plane. As noted above, the designer also specifies the angle at which RD is to occur for . With chosen slightly positive or moderately negative, may differ significantly from , depending on the plant, but for typical polar plots RD is not substantially less than RD , and it is RD that determines robustness. RD because a smooth polar plot characteristic of typical moderate-order FRs that is forced through the appropriately selected point in front of the point 1 (in the region between 1 and the origin) is unlikely to change direction radically and approach 1 much more closely than does the selected point.
With the -amplified plant FR at a selected value of now written as , and the compensator FR at as , then
Then, noting that , from (3b) it follows that (4) The required and may now be determined. First, (4) is solved for : (5) where and . Equation (3c) is now solved for by writing (3c) as the following quadratic equation for : (6) where and Noting from (5) that and so , (6) becomes (7) The root of (7) placing the resulting polar plot to the right of 1 is selected for minimum-phase systems (appropriate root selection could also be made for nonminimum-phase plants).
The familiar lag or lead compensator FR, evaluated at , has the form
where is the appropriate solution of (7) and is then found by (5). By equating real and imaginary parts of (8a) with those of (8b), the required values of and may be determined. The results are and (
A cost function is minimized to determine the best overall design for a range of {RD , , } values. The price for simultaneously enforcing good PM and good GM via RD is having to search over three parameters, because although there may be theoretical relations between them (involving also the plant coefficients), the couplings are intractably nonlinear. Numerically, this fact presents no problem because the three parameters need be adjusted over only narrow ranges, even for a wide variety of plants (see Section IV). The search ranges are narrow because RD design focuses on only designs that have both sufficiently large GM and PM for a robust system by designing for appropriately large RD . That is, by focusing on RD, the search is carried out on only the promising region of the plane for virtually any plant. If a direct search over { , } is attempted, several orders of magnitude for both and must be searched depending on the plant, making an accurate search inefficient.
The "best" solution is determined by minimizing a simple cost function Cost (10) where for lag designs and for lead, and (subject to redistribution in practice) , , and for lag designs and for lead]. Unlike the more sophisticated cost functions in optimal control, the cost function in (10) ignores input energy and other quantities; it is a function of only , %OS, and the compensator extremeness parameter . All solutions violating RD are rejected. This fact and the range of RD searched obviate explicit inclusion of, e.g., in (10 (11) [For finding , " " is instead the compensated OL TF .] The numerator of the right side of (11) is a polynomial, whose roots may be obtained numerically and correspond to different local minima, one of which is the true minimum [just select the root giving the minimum RD when substituted for in (3a)]. Determination of the numerator polynomial in (11), including the required derivatives of rational functions and the decomposition of the numerator of into and , is fully automated. Test results agree with a much slower brute-force global search over all possible (requiring diligent searching because of many local minima), and with the visual approximation afforded by examination of the polar plot. The efficient, exact RD calculation from (11) and (3a) at is used in Section IV; the only limitation is the accuracy of polynomial root-finding in very high-order plants.
An exact closed-form expression for RD exists for the canonical second-order system, having damping ratio and undamped natural frequency , and . Like PM for , RD for depends on only . By straightforward but laborious algebra (a potential homework exercise), the result is (12) occurring at . Relation (12) is plotted in Fig. 5 (dotted curve); (11) produces the identical curve. %OS versus RD (solid) and %OS versus (dashed) are also plotted in Fig. 5 ; %OS is seen to depend more linearly on RD [%OS ] than on . [The smooth, shorter-dashed curve is %OS exp , which is exact; the jagged, longer-dashed curve is from simulation results.] The dependencies of on RD and on are similar. Plots of PM versus RD and of PM versus , available in [12] , show that PM increases with both RD and . All these relations apply only for , and then only for ; although was set to 1 rad/s to numerically specify in Fig. 5 , the value of does not affect either of the quantities plotted.
Finally, note that (3a)- (7) do not require a TF model of ; they can be used if only measured values of are available [and an interpolator to obtain if is not one of the measured values]. In such situations, (11) could not be used to find RD , but a still successful though slower numerical search for RD could easily be done. The ability to design from only measured FR data is an important feature of the Bode (and now RD) design methods in practice.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS OF DESIGN
The "best" compensator, if it exists, is guaranteed to provide a compensated system which satisfies all the following requirements: 1) is stable; 2) has a lower bound on the obtained RD (selectable by the user, but usually fixed to about 0.4-see Section II); 3) is minimum-phase if is; and 4) minimizes the cost function (10) . If it does not exist, a higher order compensator is indicated.
The (nonminimum) RD should roughly satisfy , to move/shape the polar plot so as to achieve RD (usually RD is slightly less than RD ). Owing to the third-quadrant localization of RD for most minimum-phase systems, the angle should satisfy 65
. The effects of lag and lead compensators with constrained to practical values require for lag designs and for lead. In this study, with the notation {min:step:max}, the following ranges were selected: RD , and [ for lag designs and
for lead]. These ranges allow for a wide variety of plants, and were not maximally tightened (which would reduce computation). The search is coarse, and many {RD , , } values are rejected before full analysis due to failure to meet any of the four constraints above-thus speeding up the search. Table I provides numerical results for 17 representative TFs, comparing the RD and traditional [2] - [9] design methods. Unlike [2] - [9] , which typically involve only two or three real poles, this set of TFs includes types 0, 1, 2, complex poles, complex zeros, high orders, and other plants that often cause failure in the traditional lag or lead design methods. A dense search was made for the best traditional Bode design, in which only the requested PM varies over the full range [2] - [9] . The automation of a search on the traditional method is itself an advancement relative to the manual trial-and-error methods in [2] - [9] .
The columns of Table I are: run number (some TFs were investigated for more than one ), TF number, the system type , the initial (i.e., for ), the {desired achieved} , compensator (lag or lead), followed by the following parameters whose values are listed for both the RD design and, if existent, the traditional design: the achieved RD , , , the resulting , %OS, and value of the cost function. For fair comparison, the same four constraints above were placed on the traditional method (as well as minimization of the same cost function). The TFs are also defined in Table I .
The results of the comparison are that the RD procedure generally meets or (often greatly) exceeds the quality of the best design obtainable by the traditional PM-based method. The RD method often produces an acceptable (first-order) compensator when the traditional approach completely fails. Usually, the settling time and the %OS are simultaneously reduced using the RD method, without unreasonable compensator parameter values [because influences the cost function in (10)]. Discretizing lead (but not lag) compensators for digital control may widen the traditionally acceptable range on . No attempt was made to search for plants that are especially favorable to the RD method. Sometimes both methods failed to produce an acceptable lead or lag compensator (while the corresponding lag or lead design succeeded); a typical reason for failure in lead design is that the specified was unachievable for that when using a first-order lead compensator. 6 presents graphical results for two of the TFs (3 and 6), in which TF 3 is lag-compensated and TF 6 is lead-compensated. Fig. 6(a) shows for each TF the polar plot of (dashed) with the required to reach , and superimposed, the polar plot of the compensated plant (solid) using the RD method, which also has asterisked RD and a circle of radius RD drawn around 1, and a ray from 1 to the intersection. Fig. 6(b) shows for each TF the CL step response of the compensated system using the RD method (solid) and the traditional method (dashed). An extensive set of graphical results for all the plants and trials in Table I is available in [12] ; in addition to the polar plot and step response, also included are the root locus of each plant for visualization of OL poles and zeros.
Without significant code optimization, typical execution times on a 250-MHz Pentium II were 10-45 s for the RD design, and 15-27 s for the traditional design search. Thus a comparable and reasonable amount of computation was performed for the two design methods. The search used in the RD method was relatively coarse, as it is multidimensional. Thus on rare occasions the traditional technique might give a slightly better design. However, if the search density of RD is increased beyond that used in this study, it has been verified that the RD solution will further improve. This conclusion is not true for the traditional approach because the selected density has already exceeded diminishing returns (PM steps of only about 1 ). Text and graphics on how to increase search efficiency in future versions of the algorithm (as might be investigated in student projects) may be found in [12] .
V. CONCLUSION
A design method based on RD has been tested systematically and found to be an improvement for first-order lag and lead compensators over the widely accepted methods presented in many textbooks, as a result of its greater flexibility and more focused searching. An approximation of RD in terms of GM and PM provides a lower bound on RD for robustness. The RD procedure could easily be extended to PI, PD, and PID control by substituting alternative into (8) , as well as to nonminimum-phase plants and plants specified by only FR data, not TF models (as discussed in Section III). Further study may yield techniques to implement higher order controllers using RD. The RD/cost minimization technique may be understood by undergraduates and encourage them to invent their own design algorithms and become interested in more advanced control theory and design.
